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Treat snapshot and portraits in focus

"Dogs Catching Treats" - funny "snapshots" with thrown treats and head portraits in 
front of a dark background:
these are the most requested motifs, when I reach for the camera.

That's why both variations became a fi  xed part of every shooting - no ma � er if in 
my studio in Germany or "on tour" somewhere in Europe.

The most important in short form

Session price: 450 GBP incl. 5 professionally retouched pictures for one dog.

Plus: the entire preview material in small print resolution, printouts of the retou-
ched images and a and 10-GBP shopping voucher for the Vieler-Shop

Delivery of the pictures takes place digitally on a data medium. All retouchings are 
available in max. resolution.

Plus: Logo version for online publication (e.g. Instagram).

What do I need to prepare?

Basically nothing at all.

In my work I focus on the strengths of my model and try to produce character 
portraits with tongue-in-cheek humor.

Accessories of all kinds are used very rarely in my work. Of course you are you are 
free to pack favorite collars, bandanas and co.

Treats: If the dog has allergies to certain food and/or is picky about the choice 
please bring plenty of your best "stuff " ????

On site, however, I also have various snacks, so really only "problem cases" are 
asked to are asked to self-supply
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You want to come with 2 dogs?

With two dogs the costs would increase to GBP 550.00. 

Likewise all pictures increase:

- each dog will be photographed individually and also both together;
- then 6 instead of 5 pictures can be chosen from all pictures, which will be
  processed accordingly;
- in the gallery a er the shooting will not be about 120-150 pictures to
  choose from, but a li  le more than double the amount;
- these images are all provided with a logo then also available for private
  use or for use on social media;
- basically, the images of the gallery are in a resolution that from them can
  also be made prints in the size of about 30 x 40cm (e.g. canvas);

You want to come with 3 dogs?

With three dogs the costs would be GBP 625.00. 

Likewise all pictures increase:

- each dog will be photographed individually and also all together;
- then 7 instead of 5 pictures can be chosen from all pictures, which will be
  processed accordingly;
- in the gallery a er the shooting will be approximately 400 images;
- these images are all provided with a logo then also available for private
  use or for use on social media;
- basically, the images of the gallery are in a resolution that from them can also be
  made prints in the size of about 30 x 40cm (e.g. canvas);
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Vieler-Photography

Justin Edwards

Phone:
+44 (0)773 392 392 1

E-mail:
anfrage@vieler-photography.de

How to pay?

In the next few days a� er yout booking you will receive a booking confi rmation.

This will include the amount for the deposit, which is to be paid as soon as
possible.
The remaining amount is to be paid before the photo shoot.
Again, there will be a request for this.PA
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What is the quality of the images I receive?

The processed images are always in the highest possible resolution.
Depending on the motif, sizes up to 150 x 200cm can be possible.

The unedited gallery images are in a resolution for a print about 30 x 40cm.

How long do I need?

For one dog we need approximately 45 minutes. For two dogs 60 minutes
and for three dogs 90 minutes.

Can I cancel the appointment?

Sometimes unforeseen things happen in life and you unfortunately can't keep your 
appointments.

Should you not be able to keep an appointment, you can of course cancel it by 
email or phone. Even at short notice.
We will then make a note of the next possible date.

Are there further information about the shoots?

Here you can fi nd further details:
h � ps://vieler-photography.de/shooting-london-2022

Vieler-Photography

Justin Edwards

Phone:  +44 (0)773 392 392 1
E-mail:   anfrage@vieler-photography.de
Web:      vieler-photography.de
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